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Just a couple of weeks ago, Apple quietly unveiled its new AirPods 2 headphones, a revised version of the world's most popular wireless headphones. Although they work better with iOS, they are still a popular choice for Android users. However, AirPods 2 with Android have a small snag. They don't seem to work well until you've updated the firmware... that
requires an iOS device. Both the original AirPods and AirPods 2 both work with Android, or any other Bluetooth device. Sure, you lose quick pairing, native battery statistics, and more, but they still allow you to get your tunes and calls with ease. Personally, they have been my favorite wireless headphones for most usage, since the originals debuted two years
ago. When the second generation AirPods debuted with a wireless charging case, I jumped on board quickly because of the degraded battery of my original pair. I noticed, however, that the AirPods 2 barely work with my Galaxy S10. Outages and unsyst synchronized audio were constant phenomena on new headphones, and I wasn't the only one. However,
there is a solution. If you take the AirPods 2 and they have a lot of problems with your Android device, you probably need to update the firmware. My AirPods 2 comes with a firmware version of 1A661, but after connecting to the iPhone X on iOS 12.2 for a few hours and allowing the 1A671 firmware update to apply, the connection is much better. More or
less, the AirPods 2 now work just as well as the originals. Your results may vary here and it seems that some users just can't pull out a 1A671 update for their AirPods. To apply this update, you need to connect the AirPods to the charging cable and leave them next to the iPhone or iPad running iOS 12.2. At some point, the firmware update should be
automatically applied. Once this is done, you should notice a significant improvement after re-pairing on your Android device. I've been using it for a few days and confirmed with another user as well that the updated firmware dramatically improves the experience. Between the two of us, the questions went from constant trouble to rare inconveniences. Read
more about Android: FTC: We use income earning auto affiliate links. More. Check out 9to5Google on YouTube for more news: Just because you can, doesn't mean you should. In the video above, I go over how to pair AirPods with Android devices and why this may not be the best idea. When you pair Apple AirPods with an Android device, they'll work just
like any other pair of Bluetooth headphones. Even the pairing process is the same. But you end up losing some iOS-dependent features that can be a dealbreaker. Right out of the box, you won't be able to instantly AirPods are just opening the lid and holding them near the iPhone. You will have to go through the normal process of holding the button on the
case while the Airpods are in pairing mode The light will start flashing) and then connect to them from Bluetooth settings on your Android device. Not a huge deal, given that you'll probably only ever do it once. Another feature you lose is the ability to easily call a voice assistant. AirPods don't work with Google Assistant out of the box, and since there's no Siri
on Android devices, you won't be able to tell Hey Siri to use voice commands. One of the best features of AirPods is automatic ear detection. When you take one AirPod out of your ear, all you've been listening to is automatically paused. Once you put the AirPod back in your ear, it resumes. This feature won't work on Android.Another important feature that
will be missed is the ability to check the battery level of your AirPods and case. There are some workarounds, but they are not perfect. On the bright side, if you have an AirPods Pro, noise and touch controls will work the same way they do on the iPhone.Ultimately, the decision to use AirPods with an Android device comes down to how important some of
these features are to you. AirPods have obviously been designed to work with Apple's own devices. Small things such as a user interface that allows you to quickly switch noise on and off, or the ability to easily switch between multiple Apple devices without re-pairing are quality-of-life features that add to the overall experience. If you really like AirPods as an
Android user, you'll probably get yourself a better pair of bluetooth headphones. There are many great options. There are perfect couples in this world. Peanut butter and jelly. Beyonce and J-See. AirPods and androids. No, really, listen to us. Apple AirPods are not iOS-exclusive devices. If you're looking after white wireless headphones but don't want to give
up your android device, we've got some good news. AirPods pair with almost any Bluetooth-enabled device. You won't get all the features enabled that you would with an Apple device. The AirPods battery light won't show up on your phone, and Siri won't be available to respond to any of your queries. However, you can download the Assistant Trigger app to
show battery life on your phone and start Google Assistant after double-tapping the earpiece. If that still sounds like a good idea to you, here's what to do: On your Android device, go to the settings of the Connections/Connected Devices and make sure Bluetooth is on. Then open the AirPods case, press the white button on the back and hold the case next to
the Android device. AirPods should be included in the list of connected devices on the screen. Click on the name AirPods on the screen and you should be fine Now the only thing left to do is noticeably pull out your Android while your AirPods are firmly in your ears. Even if you can't hear the people around you, the people be able to see their puzzled
expressions. You are a bridge between Apple fanboys and rabid Android enthusiasts. Update, October 13, 2020: This review has been updated to include a true diagram of the wireless headphone battery, and the AirPods' Prime Day pricing deal address. AirPods came out some time ago, but only recently have they been updated with new hardware and
software features. While they may have made true wireless headphones popular, they are not the best by any means. However, this does not mean that they are bad. If you can get them to stay in their ears, and if you have an iOS device, and if you don't mind - uh, unique - design, then you may find yourself really enjoying them. But what is it about the new
Apple AirPods (2019) that makes them so desirable? Branding aside, they actually nail a few key aspects of what makes a good pair of wireless headphones. What AirPods (2019) do you like to use? Simple. This is true whether you're on Android or on iOS, though you'll get some extra perks if you're rocking an Apple device. They include a new hey Siri
feature that won't work with any other assistant. If you want to access Google Assistant with the new AirPods, you'll have to press the airpod twice as you always do. Earbuds aside, the charging case probably stands out for the AirPods feature. It's well built, small, and easy to handle, and if you opt for a new version of 2019 it's even compatible with any
wireless qi charger. It's hard to beat in everyday use. The case is small enough to fit in your pockets easily and flipping the case open can quickly become twitching just because of how satisfying the magnetic lid feels. You don't get premium content with new AirPods. While the body and kidneys do feel good, they are unchanged from the original AirPods and
are still made of solid plastic. Unfortunately, this level of satisfaction does not hold when you start using headphones. The versatile design is just like the wired headphones that come with any iPhone, so if you have trouble keeping those in your ears like me, you'll have a similar problem here. Also, there's the added anxiety of losing one if it falls out at some
point, but to be honest, it's a fear for all true wireless headphones. If you get them to stay in your ears, then you can take advantage of the cool feature that auto pauses that you listen to as soon as you take them. Conveniently, seeing how the playback controls are quite limited due to the lack of physical buttons. Unfortunately, this is another feature you'll
miss if you're going to use them with Device. What's new about iOS 14? The iOS 14 update has made many improvements to the AirPods lineup, including automatic device switching. This feature allows users to seamlessly switch from one device to another, another, as long as both devices are linked to the same Apple iCloud account. If you're playing
videos from your MacBook Pro and start playing the podcast from your iPhone, AirPods automatically detects new media playback and switches the original devices. AirPods have optimized battery performanceApple announced a slew of improvements to its line of AirPods headsets, including the Apple AirPods Pro, including the addition of optimized battery
charging. This feature will be enabled with iOS 14, and allows AirPods to learn the user's charging routine. After a while, the headphones will not charge more than 80% until necessary. This is a huge improvement because true wireless batteries are tiny and their lifespan is short. Users reported problems with first-generation AirPods, as well as their inability
to hold the charge. This new battery software should extend the life of The AirPods, so you won't need to replace them every year or two. Affordable audio settingsSeem features are now available. Users can turn on the onitory volume security and adjust the sound settings, so it's easier to hear certain types of media. To do this, follow these steps: Open the
Settings app. Click Accessibility.Select Audio/Visual.Select Headphones Placement, and turn on the switch. Click Custom Audio Setup.Follow tips to create an accessible sound profile. Let's talk batteryYy don't have to be an engineer to know that the batteries crammed into true wireless headphones are not that great. AirPods are no exception, so they come
with a charging case you can frame them when battery life starts to trickle down. While the original AirPods were right in the low mid-pack compared to other wireless headphones, the new AirPods are doing remarkably well. We managed to compress 4 hours and 7 minutes of constant playback on the iPhone X, which is 21% more than the previous
Airpods.The improved battery life is probably due to the new H1 chips inside, which, in addition to helping with connectivity to the original devices, also plays a key role in power management. Unfortunately, this increase in battery life does not apply to Android users. When tested, the battery life when connected to the Pixel 3 remained more or less the same
for 3 hours and 29 minutes. If you want to listen for longer periods of time, Samsung Galaxy Buds or the new Powerbeats Pro both of which have significantly longer batteries. Connecting Your AirPods to Android when you connect to an iOS device works pretty seamlessly. You open the AirPods, and there's a little bubble on your iOS device, you connect.
Once you do that, it automatically syncs with all the other devices in your iCloud account, so you don't have to re-pair on your iPad or MacBook.When you're on Android, it works a little differently. For one thing, you'll have to Hold the Bluetooth pairing button on the case to enter pairing mode and then search for them in Bluetooth settings as you would with
any other device. Not so much, if we're honest. Problems start to pop up when it comes to connectivity and sound quality. AirPods use the codec AAC Bluetooth (if you need a retraining on that codec, make sure to read our full explainer), which unfortunately does not work as advertised on Android. The main problem are dropped connections and stutters
while listening to music. Admittedly, it's not scary, and when connected to the Pixel 3 it's always automatically connected and resumed playback without any help from me. However, stutters can be annoying after a while, and even if the AirPods update did help, it didn't fix the problems that AAC has with Android in general. AAC sound quality is not perfect.
You can read all about our testing and what it showed here, but in short, the graph above shows how AAC introduces a decent amount of noise on everything you listen to compared to other codecs. How do AirPods sound? Speaking of sound quality, we can get into the hard truth that anyone who wants to buy a pair of AirPods (2019) will need to hear, but
probably doesn't care: they sound pretty bad. Everything you're going to listen to with AirPods just won't sound good, because of one serious problem: lack of insulation. Apple AirPods sound great when there is no noise around, but it doesn't happen on the commute. The new Apple Airpods basically only do a decent job of blocking higher frequencies
(green). Everything else will pass. The new AirPods have a surprisingly decent frequency response in our testing. For such small drivers, they are not bad. The problem is, they fit horribly into your ears. Poor fit means virtually no isolation from the outside world. This may be good if you prefer to hear the person talking next to you on the bus, but not great if
you want to listen to music or podcast. When headphones lack insulation, external noises can drown out some frequencies in your music, making it more difficult for your brain to pick up on them. In terms of music, this means that the first thing to go will be the low end. If you are a bass fan this will be a problem for you. How does the Apple AirPods (2019)
compare to Google Pixel Buds (2020)? SoundGuys took this review of Apple AirPods a step further and compared the AirPods to the Google Pixel Buds, which provide Apple as a user experience for Android owners. The fit, insulation, and sound quality are getting better with Pixel Buds compared to the AirPods. The mic quality is very similar, but the Pixel
Buds have a slight advantage over Apple headphones. Battery life is also better with Pixel Buds, and USB-C case Wireless charging by default, while with AirPods you need to pay a premium for the feature. For more information, SoundGuys has a complete rundown on how Apple AirPods compare to Google Pixel Buds, and how does Pixel Buds compare to
AirPods Pro.Do AirPods top Samsung Galaxy Buds Live? The endless battle between Apple and Samsung is constantly reaching new horizons. In fact, the Galaxy Buds Live may be Samsung's best attempt yet to steal listeners from the iOS ecosystem. Neither headset fits particularly well because both couples skip the silicone ear tips, instead preferring to
snuggle tightly in the ears. Galaxy Buds Live boasts an active noise-cancelling (ANC). This means that predictable, low-frequency sounds are softened, while users stay up to date with their surroundings to hear things like train departure announcements. The performance of an ANC varies greatly from person to person, because its effectiveness depends on
a consistent fit. Even the slight movement of the bud around the entrance to the ear canal can have a huge negative impact on noise-cancelling. See also: Samsung Galaxy Buds Live reviewPairing AirPods with iOS device is a smooth and enjoyable experience and it's a difficult feeling to repeat. Both pairs of headphones charge at the same speed too, but
only Samsung includes wireless charging at the base price. If you want to charge Your AirPods wirelessly, you'll have to fork out extra money. You should also have an iOS device if you want to upgrade your AirPods, although you can upgrade the Galaxy Buds Live from any device with the Galaxy Wearable app. Apple AirPods survey (2019) : Is it worth
buying in 2020? It depends on several factors, the most important of which is, do you use an iOS device? As you read this on the Android website, chances are you don't. This means that you'll miss out on some of the things that make AirPods really special, like Hey Siri functionality and the ability to pause music automatically when you take them. You're
probably not interested in AirPods because you're audiophiles. They're a tech gadget, and good at it, even with the limitations of the feature on Android. Android users have other options to choose from, many of which have similar features and are better suited. If you have a heart set on something small, comfortable and easy to pocket, then you'll have a
hard time finding something easier than AirPods. Compared to October 13, 2020, AirPods have decreased significantly in price for U.S. residents, and are available for $114.99 USD (28% discount) on Amazon. Amazon.
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